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Berkeley Old Time Music SPRING SITUATION
Saturday May 10, 2014
Saturday May 10, 2014 from Noon to 4 pm: Old time Open House  FREE
Freight and Salvage
2020 Addison St, Berkeley
CONCERTS, WORKSHOPS, OPEN JAMS, KIDS  Build a Tin Can Banjo

CONCERTS IN THE SHOWROOM:
12:30pm: JimBo Trout performs a musical gumbo made up of
bluegrass, ragtime, blues, westernswing, Appalachian, rock+roll, New
Orleans, honkytonk and more. He has hosted the monthly jam at the
Atlas Cafe since its founding in 1998, and performs frequently in San
Francisco, both as a solo and with his band the Fish People.

1:00pm: Right to Parlay is Dane Miller and Thomas Angell on fiddles, Mike Lewinski on
banjo, and Dan Kluger on guitar. A high energy stringband, they frequently play for the North
Oakland Square Dance (first and third Fridays), and took second place in last year's BOTMC
string band contest.

1:30pm: Manning Music Fiddlers
Chad and Catherine Manning, along with their two teachers Robin Fischer
and Savannah Tuma, plot to take over the world one fiddle at a time.
Over 150 students currently study fiddle at Manning Music, and today we
have a small group of our young fiddlers representing the studio playing
some oldtime tunes.

2:00pm: Michael Stadler
A multistyle vocalist, multiinstrumentalist, and songwriter, Mike has performed since age six, both
solo and in bands ranging in style from oldtime to country to afrobilly. He plays guitar (fingerstyle,
flatpicked, clawhammer, electric), mandolin, fiddle, clawhammer banjo, and bass. He is one of the
innovators of clawhammer guitar (see his workshop below); an article on the style was published in
the December 2007 issue of Acoustic Guitar magazine.

2:30pm: Bearcat Stringband plus Alex Sharps
The Bearcat Stringband  Robin Fischer, Ryan Finch, Allegra Thompson
and Rowan McCallister  play throughout the Bay Area, catering to
Bluegrass, OldTime, HonkyTonk, and Cajun Music appetites. Members
of The Bearcat Stringband have played in many bands around the Bay,
including The Drifter Sisters, The Spare Strings, The Midnite Ramblers, &
TV Mike and the Scarecrows. They will be joined by Alex Sharps, who
made his Freight debut as a teenager at the first BOTMC Spring Situation
in 2010, and is making a name for himself as a fiddler, banjo player, and
singer in both the old time and bluegrass worlds.

3:00pm: Richard Brandenburg writes songs in a traditional Country style a la Carter
Stanley/Hank Williams, and he delivers them in the same manner. Simple, honest, and
straightforward, his music has a timeless quality that’s a joy to listen to.
http://www.cdbaby.com/Artist/RichardBrandenburg
http://onsongwriting.com/richardbrandenburgonsongwriting/

3:30pm: Emily Mann, Joe Mann and Nandi Forrest  Some of
the best music in Northern California is performed by family bands (the
Tuttles, Oak Grove, OMGG, Dim Lights, and others) and BOTMC is
proud to present the latest in the "siblings plus friends" format. Emily Mann
is gaining a reputation for her stunning fiddle playing, and her brother Joe is
in the vanguard of the reintroduction of cello to oldtime music. Nandi
Forrest has grown up surrounded by the sound of his sister Grace's fiddle
and the stellar musicians who attend the Big Sur Fiddle Camp, and is now
finding his own path with blazing flatpicked guitar playing inspired by Doc
Watson, Bryan Sutton, and others.

HOSTED OPEN JAMS IN THE LOBBY OR OUTSIDE:
Noon: Manning Music Fiddlers: Kids jam!
1pm: Harry & Cindy Liedstrand
2pm: Mark Wardenburg & Ken Torke
3pm: Lloyd Elliot & the Jailhouse String Band: String Band Blues Jam

Room for more jams in the building, and outside!

WORKSHOPS UPSTAIRS:

Noon1pm:
Harmony Singing  Evie Ladin, Allegra Yellin, Suzy Thompson
Old Time Mandolin  Eric Thompson: We'll explore oldtime picking styles for tunes and songs, open chords and tremelo, rags and blues.
Hammered Dulcimer  Steve Eulberg

1pm2pm:
Fiddle  Charlie Walden & Pat Plunkett: Demonstration of Missouri Fiddle Style and Repertoire  recording encouraged.
Melodic Clawhammer Banjo  Ari Winnick: We'll start with open D tuning versions of West Fork Gals, then on to what time permits  one or two tricky things, but all
welcome.

Mountain Dulcimer  Steve Eulberg

2pm3pm:
String Band Blues  Suzy Thompson. Songs from the jug bands and black string bands of the 1920s and 30s  learn a few here, then continue jamming with the
Jailhouse String Band at 3 PM.

Clawhammer Banjo  Jordan Ruyle: Fun 'n funky tunes in fun 'n funky tunings
Cajun Jam  Blair Kilpatrick and Steve Tabak (accordionist and fiddler with Sauce Piquante) lead you through a Cajun waltz, a twostep, and a bluesy shuffle.

3pm4pm:
Kenny Hall repertoire  Harry & Cindy Liedstrand: Esoteric Kenny Hall Irish/American fiddle tunes
Uke/BanjoUke  Dan Kluger: We'll focus on right hand rhythm techniques for backing up fiddle tunes with ukelele or banjouke. No experience necessary, but familiarity
with major chord fingerings would be helpful.
Clawhammer Guitar  Mike Stadler: If possible, have your guitar already tuned to Sawmill tuning  DGDgcd.

KIDS  BUILD A TIN CAN BANJO!:
1:30pm3pm: Stewart Port, luthier and instigator of the Tin Can Banjo Project, will be leading a "Build An Instrument" workshop for kids and
families in the lobby  bring your own tin can! See pictures from 2011 here.
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